It was a chance meeting that led Elliot Kotek to co-found Not Impossible Labs, a revolutionary website showcasing DIY technological solutions to health-care problems that’s attracting attention globally.

Kotek was at a conference in Montreal when he met up again with Mick Ebeling, the man behind the EyeWriter, a celebrated device that allowed a young graffiti artist who’d become paralysed or “locked in” to create again using eye tracking and laser beams.

California dreaming
Kotek and Ebeling, who both live in Venice Beach, California, struck on the idea of crowd-sourcing to crowd solve previously insurmountable healthcare issues by developing and publicising low-cost DIY ideas and posting them on a website with instructions, free for anyone to follow. They believe in providing solutions on an open-source platform in order to change lives around the globe.

Not Impossible LLC was formed in mid-2013 with “Technology for the sake of humanity” as the organisation’s motto. It is now nurturing projects including: the BrainWriter, which will allow completely paralysed people to communicate using EEG brainwave patterns; a 3D-printed prosthetic hand; mouth mouse; and laser cane.

Not Impossible sent a team to Sudan to provide communities with 3-D printers and the necessary training to produce prosthetic limbs for children. “One of the kids fed himself for the first time in two years – it just melts you to see something like that,” says Kotek.

The Not Impossible revolution
The idea behind Not Impossible – which is part of the DIY or “maker movement” – is catching on. Kotek is now hearing from people about technological devices they’ve created for their loved ones. An engineer, for example, built a “power chair” for his son, born with disabilities, so he could play video games like other children.

“You help one, you help many, and if you tell these stories in a relatable and inspiring way you reach a lot of people,” says Kotek.

Kotek’s career path since studying science at Monash in the early 90s has been almost as unconventional as his current preoccupation.

From here to creativity
He graduated with a double degree in science (pharmacology and toxicology) and law in 1995, practised biotech law (mergers and acquisitions) in Australia and the US and moved to New York in 2000, where he enrolled at the Lee Strasberg Theatre Institute while still working as an attorney. After the 9/11 attacks in the US, he changed direction, turning full-time to more creative pursuits.

He studied at theatre school, won NYU/Tisch’s Craft Award for Acting, picked up screenwriting at the University of California and began freelance writing.

Kotek, who is married to an American (Liz), has a one-year-old son named Sam. He is also writing a screenplay “with a social message regarding homelessness”. He’d like to return to Australia at some stage, perhaps to start an office of Not Impossible.